### Geography
**Focus:** Can I draw a map accurately?

Draw a map of your garden or your living room and mark out where you would hide your treasure. Remember you must have a key and clearly label landmarks like the shed in the garden or television in the living room. Make sure you mark your treasure spot with an x on the map.

**Challenge:** ask your grown up first, hide your treasure and show the map to your grown up. Can they find your treasure location?

### Science
**Focus:** Can I create an offline algorithm?

Can you give a simple, but effective set of instructions for someone to make the sandwich you made in DT? Remember, the instructions have to be exactly right, otherwise the other person may not be able to make your sandwich correctly!

### Computing
**Focus:** Can I create an offline algorithm?

We value our curriculum. Here is your Remote Learning. This learning needs to be completed by **FRIDAY 27TH MARCH**.

You may use your Remote Learning Book to record, you might like to make a PowerPoint or take photographs.

### Music/ MFL

### DT
**Focus:** Can I make myself a sandwich?

Can you make yourself a sandwich using your favourite filling? Think carefully about the steps you need to follow in order to make your sandwich.

**Challenge:** How would you change your sandwich if you made it again? What went well and what could be improved?

### PSHCE

### PE
**Focus:** Can I join in with a P.E session?

Every morning at 9am, Joe Wicks is doing a live P.E session for all the family to join in with. Try joining in with the exercises. Can you get other members of your family to join in too?

### RE
**Focus:** Can I retell a moral story?

Draw a comic strip to retell one of the moral stories we have been learning about in RE.

**Challenge:** explain the moral of your story.